Canned responses to get information for PASS to market the animal

Information needed for me to market your dog:

Here is what I need to post your Dog. Please follow these instructions exactly: Put answers beside questions and send back to me. Please do not waiver from my format and just send me a paragraph with the answers...I need the answers put beside the questions. This makes it easier for me to look at and pull the info I need to create a post:

- What city are you in?
- Phone number (for my use only)
- Pet's name?
- Two very good photos (the cuter the better...clear pictures, no red eye, not blurry!)
- How old?
- Spayed/neutered?
- Vaccinated?
- Good with other dogs, cats, kids and people?
- House-trained?
- Crate trained?
- Personality info.... likes toys? car rides? going for walks? Tell me something fun or quirky that will make people interested.
- When I do posts I will use your email address as the contact. You need to screen people carefully. Here's how:
  - Please make sure you get a vet reference, call to verify it and ask the vet's office if the people are responsible pet owners. The vet will not mind telling you! If you get a good vet reference then that’s a great sign, but if not.... RUN. After that do a home check. Actually go to the person’s home and see where your dog will be living. Ask questions. Where will your dog sleep? Will your dog be inside only or outside part of the time and if so, how much of the time? Will your dog spend hours on end stuck in a crate? Find out what kind of quality of life your dog will have with these new owners before making a decision.

Thanks!

Information needed for me to market your cat:
Here is what I need to post your cat. Please follow these directions exactly. Put answers beside each question and send back to me. Please do not waiver from this format and send to me in a paragraph. I need the answers beside the questions please.

- What city are you in?
- Phone number (for my use only)
- Pet's name?
- Two very good photos (the cuter the better...clear pictures, no red eye, not blurry!)
- How old?
- Spayed/neutered?
- Vaccinated?
- Any health or litter box issues?
- Social lap cat or independent cat?
- Personality info: Tell me something cute or interesting about your cat.
- When I do posts I will use your email address as the contact. You need to screen people carefully. Here's how:
  - Please make sure you get a vet reference, call to verify it and ask the vet's office if the people are responsible pet owners. The vet will not mind telling you! If you get a good vet reference then that's a great sign, but if not.... RUN. After that do a home check. Actually go to the person's home and see where your cat will be living. Make sure 40 other cats aren't already in residence, etc. Ask questions: Will your cat be indoors all the time or outdoors?

Thanks!